In addition to opinion spam, the overstated or unproven information in false advertisements could also mislead customers while making purchasing decisions. A false-advertisement judgement system aims at recognizing and explaining the illegal false advertisements. In this paper, we incorporate the convolutional neural network (CNN) with word embeddings and syntactic features in the system. The recognition experiments show that Dependency-based CNN (DCNN) achieves F-scores of 86.77%, 93.18%, and 87.46% in the cosmetics, food, and drug datasets, respectively. Moreover, the explanation of illegality experiments shows the F-scores of 56.19%, 50.36%, and 62.06% in the three datasets. Our judgement system can contribute to different roles in the online advertising.
INTRODUCTION
As online advertising becomes a major channel for marketing, malicious advertising such as email spam and fake reviews are unavoidably widespread on the Internet [1] [2] [3] 6] . In false advertising, a type of malicious advertising, overstated or unproven information is embedded in order to promote the products.
To prevent the customers from being misled by false advertisements, the authorities are involved in advertisement examination. Tang et al. [7] and Tang and Chen [8] addressed the topic of false advertisement detection. Their models recognize the illegal advertisements in the cosmetics and food domains. In their preliminary studies, the Naive Bayes and SVM classifiers are trained with only word features (e.g., unigrams).
In this paper, we propose a robust false-advertisement judgement system that not only detects illegal advertisements, but also explains the reasons of illegality. Convolutional neural network (CNN) classifiers with linguistic features are developed on the cosmetics, food, and drug datasets. Our judgement system can contribute to different roles in the online advertising. Firstly, it can be deployed to aid the authorities screening advertisements widespread on the Internet. Secondly, the electronic commerce can employ it to regulate the product information provided by manufacturers. Thirdly, it can serve as an advertisement checker that highlights the problematic expressions in an advertisement draft.
DEVELOPMENT OF DATASETS
The limitation of training data is one of barriers to false advertisement detection. It is impractical to annotate a dataset by crowdsourcing because the determination of false advertisements requires professionals with legal training. Fortunately, the Department of Health, Taipei City Government monthly publishes the cases of illegal advertisements in the government's open data collection 1 . Each case of illegal advertisements consists of a number of fields, including the date of judgement, the product name, the manufacturer, the source of the advertisement, the exact statements expressing false information, and the corresponding act this case violates. We collect all the cases in the period from July 2009 to June 2016, and extract the overstatements and the violated act of each case. The overstatements are specifically annotated at the sentence level. Accordingly, we split the overstatements into sentences and regard them as the "positive" instances for training and testing the false advertisement detector.
The "negative" instances for training our detector are the sentences in legal advertisements from the cosmetics, food, and drug domains. Most existing advertisements are legal ones, so the cosmetics, food, and drug advertisements on the Internet are the materials of our "negative" instances. We crawl the advertisements from various sources including a cosmetic news website, UrCose 2 , and electronic commerce websites, UDN Shopping 3 and Yahoo Shopping 4 . We split the advertisements into sentences and regard them as negative (legal) instances. Some sentences appear in both positive set and negative set. We remove them from the negative set since they have been published as false advertisements by the government. The numbers of the false and the legal instances from each domain are shown in Table 1 . 
FALSE ADVERTISEMENT DETECTION
False advertisement detection is a task of two-way sentence classification. We explore the effectiveness of the convolutional neural network (CNN) in this task. Sentence classifier based on CNN achieves improved performances in some NLP tasks [4] . Based on Kim's model, the Dependency-based CNN (DCNN) proposed by Ma et al. [5] further takes the syntactic features such as ancestor and sibling paths into account. We also implement the SVM-based false advertisement detector proposed by Tang and
Chen [7] as the baseline. The Chinese word segmenter and the parser of Stanford CoreNLP 5 are performed for feature extraction. Five-fold cross-validation is used. Table 2 summarizes experimental results. For each model in each domain, the performance is measured in accuracy (A), precision (P), recall (R), and F-score (F). Overall, DCNN achieves the highest accuracies and F-scores in all the three domains, and the CNN performs the second. In terms of precision, the baseline model, SVM, is slightly better than CNN and DCNN in all domains. On the other hand, the recalls of SVM are greatly inferior to those of the other two models. In our practical scenario, for example, the detector automatically screens online advertisements, recognizes the suspicious ones, and suggests them to relevant officials for determination. From this viewpoint, the recall is more important. 
EXPLANATION OF ILLEGALITY
Our judgement system not only detects illegal advertisements, but also tries to explain the reasons of illegality. The explanation of illegality is more useful for the officials to impose a penalty or for the advertiser to revise the advertisement. As described in Section 2, the act an illegal advertisement article violates is available in the government's open data. Table 3 shows the frequently violated acts in the three domains.
Given a false advertisement, our judgement system suggests the best elaborative act. We regard this task as a sentence classification task so that the CNN and the DCNN classifiers described in Section 3 are trained to predict the most probable act for each false advertisement. The SVM classifier is the baseline. Five-fold cross-validation is performed. Table 4 shows the performances of explanation of illegality. Macro averaged F-scores are reported. For 2-way classification in cosmetics domain, both CNN and DCNN achieve F-scores around 56%. For 3-way classification in the other two domains, both CNN and DCNN achieve F-scores much better than the baseline model. Compared to false advertisement detection (Section 3), explanation of illegality is a more challenging task. Error analysis reveals some confusion between acts. For instance, both Article 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a false online advertisement judgement system by using the convolutional neural network with syntactic features. Experimental results show that the DCNN models achieve the best F-scores in both detection and explanation tasks in almost all these three domains. This system fits a wide range of applications that are helpful to customers, government departments, e-commerce managers, manufacturers, and advertisers.
